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ABSTRACT 

 

Radiographic inspection is a reliable non-destructive test, widely used for integrity evaluation of structures and equipments. 
Nowadays, high quality images with very accurate resolutions have been supported by modern digital radiographic systems. 
However, the image analysis for internal defect detection and geometric characterization is still a not totally automated task. 
The main reason is that image analysis is usually a very complex task, which involves heuristic decisions based on 
experiences, as object detection and recognition. For that reason, a new automatic radiographic image analysis system was 
developed in order to identify important components or component parts, which must be inspected separately, as weld joints, 
pipe walls, pipe wall thicknesses, valves and mechanical parts. The developed methodology involves the use of a genetic 
algorithm search to find desirable patterns on the image. Image indexing procedures are used for a final verification process. 
As a result, the system offers quick and correct answers and also flexibility to be applied in others applications. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Radiographic inspection is a reliable non-destructive test, widely used for integrity evaluation of structures and equipments. [1] 
Nowadays, high quality images with very accurate resolutions have been supported by modern digital radiographic systems 
[2]. On this way, many efforts have been done in order to automate pipeline inspection tasks, through digital radiographic 
image analysis [3]. Some approaches consider the automation of specific defect detection on weld joints and pipeline [1,2]. 
However, the identification of the components that must to be inspected usually is a task performed by humans [4]. 

The present work is concerned with the design and construction of an object recognizing system, for radiographic image 
analysis applications, in order to automatically identify components for inspection. Such system can be used to automatically 
find weld joints, pipe walls, and many others components on pipeline radiographies, to support complete automation of 
radiographic inspection tasks on the industry. 

By the proposed approach, image processing techniques are used to extract properties from an image model to construct an 
object model. A genetic algorithm was implemented to manage the search for the object model on an image input to the 
system. If the search result is correct, a final verification process validates the system response. As a result, the system offers 
quick and correct answers and also flexibility to be applied in others applications. 

The next section will describe the radiographic image analysis problem and related works. Following, it will be described the 
applied methodology and the system implementation. After that, the test and results are presented. And, finally, the paper 
concludes with a brief discussion about the reached results and future works are considered. 

 

2. The Problem Characterization and Related Works 

 

On the present work, the identification of specific components on radiographic images is treated as an object verification 
problem, a particular image analysis case. The goal is to find where and how an object model appears on the input image. On 
agreement with Jain et al. [5], matching procedures as template matching, morphological approaches and analogical methods, 
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offers feasible solutions for the problem. However, it becomes hard to implement a quickly searching algorithm when it is 
necessary to consider that such object can appear in different rotational angles and scale factors, in high resolution images. 
For the traditional verification methods, such problem becomes an exhaustive search [5]. 

Fitzpatrick, Grefenstette, and Van Gucht [6, 7] faced a similar problem, when they implemented a system for medical x-ray 
images comparison in order to identify dye-coated region into the artery, after the dye injection. The problem, however, was to 
align the both image for comparison through images subtraction. The solution was to implement a genetic algorithm to find the 
best image transformation parameters, in order to align the pre-injection and post-injection images to compare themselves. 

An example using genetic algorithms for image segmentation (term used for distinguishing important parts of an image [8]) 
and object recognition is the Bhanu and Peng [8] approach for adaptive image segmentation. Although it is not a radiographic 
image analysis example, such method contributed for the development of the present work. The Bhanu and Peng [9] method 
uses a genetic algorithm to find an appropriate set of parameters for an edge-detection algorithm. The set of parameters are 
evaluated based on an object recognition system performance. 

An example of an artificial intelligence technique applied to radiographic weld joints image segmentation was the Lawson and 
Parker [10] approach. They implemented an artificial neural network for intelligent weld joint segmentation. However, such 
approach woks better for weld joint images with less variation of the weld position. 

Other image segmentation techniques have been used by different authors, for example: Lashkia [11] uses fuzzy logic for weld 
defect detection, Aoki and Suga [12] use the region growing for weld segmentation, Shafeek et al. [13] use a threshhoding 
method and edge-detection for the same purpose. 

In fact many effective segmentation techniques have been successfully applied on weld joint segmentation and defect 
detection on radiographic image. The problem however, is that, for the most, it is supposed that always a regular weld joint 
radiography will be used as the system input image. Otherwise, a window, enclosing the target, has to be defined manually 
[14]. 

Pipe wall thickness measurement for corrosion detection is another image analysis application were is necessary to identify 
components on the radiography. On the Zscherpel et. al. [15] system, for example, the user draws the profile plot interactively 
with the mouse across the wall of the pipe. After that, the pipe wall thickness is measured by the system. 

Currently, references about automatic weld defect evaluation systems [1, 3, 10-14] or corrosion detection and pipe wall 
thickness measurements [2, 15-17] usually present inspection systems and approaches that works on circumstances where 
the position and orientation of the inspecting component is trivial on the input radiography; otherwise, such information needs 
to be provided by the system user. Therefore, an automatic system for detection of the components to be inspected is 
necessary to allow the automatic inspection of complex radiographic images with multiple components, as shown on figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: An example of digital radiographic image with many components to be inspected. 

 

3. The Methodologies 

 

Before implementing a genetic algorithm for object identification on radiographic images, it is necessary to model the problem 
in such way the genetic algorithm theory will be easy or feasible to be applied. For the actual problem it means to define how 
an object model will be represented, what will be the search objective, how a feasible solution will be represented, and how 
each solution will be evaluated. Such considerations and definitions are the main subjects of this section. 



 

3.1 Object Model Representation 

 

This sub-section intends to describe the two object model representation techniques used by this work on different 
circumstances. The procedures to generate the first object representation technique are described by the following steps: 

1. The image is sliced by “n” horizontal strength line segments equally spaced by the distance “dy” (where dy = number 
of image lines / (n+1), in pixels). 

2. The image is sliced by “n” vertical strength line segments equally spaced by the distance “dx” (where dx = number of 
image columns / (n+1), in pixels). 

3. The strength lines crossing points are denominated points of reference, which are denoted by “Pij”, where i = 0, 1, …, 
n –1, and j = 0, 1, …, n – 1. 

4. The point P(n-1)/2 (n-1)/2 is denominated the central point of reference (“P0”). 

5. The function denoted by “f(Pij)” assigns to each point of reference (Pij) the media value of the pixels on the “Pij” 
neighborhood, as defined by the delimited region shown on the figure2. 

6. All the “f(Pij)” values are normalized through the [0 99] interval of integer numbers and achieved on a (n x n) matrix 
structure, called matrix of reference (“Mref”). 

The matrix of reference (“Mref”), together with the distances “dx” and “dy”, complete the object model representation. The “n” 
value will be defined on the system implementation. 

 

 
Figure 2: (a) An object model image; (b) The object model image sliced by horizontal and vertical strength lines, and the 

central point of reference identification; (c) The “Pij” neighborhood definition. 

 

Another solution for object (image) representation comes from image indexing techniques, and it was proposed by Rudek [18]. 
Basically, the image of a model is divided in sub-regions and a value, based on the pixels gray level distribution, is calculated 
to each sub-region. The results are grouped on a vector (called behavior vector) and the sequence of the vector values 
components is used as an index to access the archived models (or images). This technique is very useful for fast image 
indexing/retrieving and its use on object representation can offers some important advantages. The behavior vector is color 
(gray level) sensible [19] and does not offers restrictions about the objects shapes. Besides, it has already been used 
successfully on object recognition applications [4, 20]. 

The 5 following steps describe the behavior vector construction to the image: 

1. Divide the entire image in l × c blocks (‘l’ lines and ‘c’ columns) 

2. For each blockij (where i and j correspond the respective line and column of the block), do the steps 3 until 5, 
following the sequence: block11, block12, …, block1c, block21, block22, … block2c, …, blocklc. 

3. Count the number of pixels belonging to each range of gray levels. The table 1 shows the range value for each range 
of gray levels, considering 16 gray levels ranges (number of gray level ranges: Nr = 16). 

4. Determine the predominant range of gray levels on the block and its respective range value (in case of equality, takes 
the maximum range value) 

5. Assign to the current block the value of the predominant range of gray levels 

The block values will correspond to the behavior vector elements on the same sequence the values were calculated.  



 

Table 1: The values for 16 gray levels ranges [18] 

range value range of gray levels range value range of gray levels 
00 - 08 119-135 
01 000-016 09 136-152 
02 017-033 A 153-169 
03 034-050 B 170-186 
04 051-067 C 187-203 
05 068-084 D 204-220 
06 085-101 E 221-237 
07 102-118 F 238-255 

 

Compared to the first proposed methodology for object representation, the behavior vector main disadvantage is the 
computational efforts. The previous method does not request the entire image sweeping, since just the points of reference 
neighborhoods are read. Such aspect is a strong argument to justify the use of the first method on genetic algorithm 
applications [6, 7, 21], since it will be necessary to repeat such process thousands of times during the genetic search. On the 
other hand, a more accurate object representation, as the behavior vector, is desirable for a final verification. So, the behavior 
vector will be used to represent the objects (images) during the image comparison procedures on the final verification, to 
validate the genetic search result. 

 

3.2 Genetic Algorithms 

 

Genetic algorithms are search and optimization techniques based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. 
An initial population of created individuals originates subsequent generations through mechanisms based on natural 
reproduction, crossover and mutation. The survival of the individual species is governed by principles, which are based on the 
Darwinian model of the natural selection. Such mechanisms preserve the genetic material of the best individuals through the 
next generations. As a result, it expected that best individuals will predominate the last generations [21]. 

Mathematically, each individual is a string of zeros and ones that corresponds to a feasible solution for a mathematical 
problem. At the beginning, an initial set of strings (population) is generated with random values. Then, each string value is 
tested, and a function (fitness function) assign to each string a qualitative value (fitness value) that represent how good is such 
solution. The fitness function must to be on agreement with the main objective of the search, which is defined by the objective 
function. For the actual problem, such concepts will be defined on the following sub-sections [21]. 

 

3.2.1 The Individual Representation 

 

To plot the points of reference of an object model on an input image, 6 parameters are necessary: the “dx” and “dy” distances, 
the scale factor (“s”), the rotation angle (“θ”), and the pair of coordinates (x0’; y0’) of the central point of reference P0’, which is 
the projection of P0 on the input image. Since “dx” and “dy” is defined on the object model representation, just 4 parameters 
should be generated to complete a possible solution, called individual “k”: (x0’k ; y0’k ; sk ; θk ). The use of ( ‘ ) means that the 
variable bellows to the input image domain instead of the model image. 

To originate the initial population of individuals, a number “z” (population size) of individuals is generated with random values 
varying as follows: 

0 ≤ x0’k ≤ (columns number of the input image – 1)        (01) 

0 ≤ y0’k ≤ (lines number of the input image – 1)        (02) 

0.5 ≤ s k ≤ 2.0           (03) 

0 ≤ θk ≤ 2π rad             (04) 

For the actual problem it will not be used images with more that 2047 lines or columns. Actually, 211 bits will be enough to 
represent each P0’ coordinate: (x0’; y0’). If the same number of bits were used for the other parameters “s” and “θ”, each 
individual will be composed of 4 strings of 211 bit each one. 

 

 



3.2.2 The Objective and the Fitness Functions 

 

For any solution (x0’k ; y0’k ; sk ; θk ), the coordinates of any points of reference ( Pij’ ) on the input image is given by following 
equations for translation and rotation [references]: 

xi’ = xo’ + s [ (xi – xo) cos θ + (yi – yo) sen θ ]         (05) 

yi’ = yo’ + s [ (yi – yo) cos θ  - (xi – xo) sen θ ],         (06) 

Here, xi and yi are the coordinates of the point Pij in relation to P0 – on the object model image – and the xi’ and yi’ values are 
the coordinates of the point Pij’ – the projection of the point Pij on the input image. For the central point of reference P0’, the 
equations (05) and (06) give P0’ = (x0’; y0’). 

Supposing that the individual (23; 311; 6.28; 1) has been generated as a possible solution for the search of the object model 
(fig. 01), the points of reference would be located as shown on figure 3a, for that input image. To better visualize the result, the 
figure 3b shows the object model projection on the input image in agreement with the proposed solution. Also in the figure 3a, 
it is shown that, for some generated solutions, it is possible that some points of reference falls out of the image limits. Such 
points are called invalid points, and the f(Pij’) values are denoted by “*”. 

 

 
Figure 3: (a) The points of reference plotted on an input image, for the individual (23; 311; 6.28; 1); (b) The object model 

projection on the input image in agreement with the proposed solution. 

Since the points of reference has been located, a new matrix of reference can be generated for the proposed solution, by 
following the steps 5 and 6, described on the sub-section 3.1. Such matrix is denoted by “Mref’ (x0’k ; y0’k ; sk ; θk )” for the 
individual “k". 

To measure the similarities between Mref’ (x0’k ; y0’k ; sk ; θk ) and Mref , the expression (07), based on the square error sum 
was used: 
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Where: 

For (i, j), such as f(Pij’) = “*”: g(M[i][j]) = 0, otherwise: g(M[i][j]) = M[i][j]. 

The less the SSQE (k) sum is, better is the proposed solution k. So, the objective function can be defined as the search for a 
solution k = (x0’k ; y0’k ; sk ; θk ), such as k minimize the SSQE (k) value: 

arg min (k) = SSQE (k)          (08) 

Consequently, the fitness function will be defined in agreement with the objective function, by the following equation: 

fit (x0’k ; y0’k ; sk ; θk ) = (SSQE-MAX - SSQE (x0’k ; y0’k ; sk ; θk )) / SSQE-MAX ,    (09) 

Where: 

SSQE-MAX = (99 (n – n*) )2 is the maximum SSQE value,       (10) 

n x n are the Mref dimensions, and 

n* is the number of invalid points of reference. 



Since SSQE-MAX >= SSQE (k) for any feasible solution k, the fitness function values will be defined on the interval [ 0 ; 1]: 

0 ≤ fit (k) ≤ 1           (11) 

A restriction to the maximum number of invalid points was incorporated to the fitness function definition to limit the maximum 
number of n* occurrences. So, the fitness function must to be redefined, as follow: 

If n* > ( n x n )/2 : fitWR (k) = fit (k), 

Otherwise: fitWR (k) = 0.         (12) 

The “WR” index on “fitWR” means “with restriction”. 

 

3.2.3 The Genetic Search Working 

 

The genetic search starts with the generation of a set of individuals (feasible solutions) that will originate the initial population 
of “z” individuals: (x0’1 ; y0’1 ; s1 ; θ1 )G1., (x0’2 ; y0’2 ; s2 ; θ2 )G1, … , (x0’z ; y0’z ; sz ; θz )G1. Where “z” is the population size and 
the index “G1” means 1st generation. 

Each individual of the initial population is evaluated through the fitness function. The probability of each individual to be 
selected, from the population, increases with a high fitness value. An appropriated method for selection [21, 22] can be used to 
select candidates for crossover and mutation [21]. Such genetic operators will generate new individuals to form a new 
population. Some population generating strategies include elitism, which means to clone the fitness individuals of the last 
population and insert then on the next one. Basically the same procedures are used to generate the next populations until 
some stop condition be satisfied. Usually a maximum number of generations or a minimum fitness value reached is used as 
stop condition [21]. 

A great variety of selection methods and population generating strategies can be found on genetic algorithms books and 
publications. To better understanding the mechanism behind such genetic operators, it is indicated the Goldberg text book 
[21], and [22] for extended selection methods. 

 

3.3 The System Implementation 

 

The figure 4 presents a block diagram that illustrates how the information flows through the system components, which are 
described as follow: 

• If testing new genetic algorithm parameters is desirable, the default parameters can be changed manually in the 
parameters up-dating block. 

• The image processing I block applies operators to the object model image in order to construct the object model 
representation (Mref, dx, dy), as explained on the section 3.1 (object model representation). 

• The image processing II block applies operators to the input image in order to enhance image visual aspects. It uses 
an image expansion algorithm and a histogram equalization to improve the input image contrast. 

• The genetic search block uses the genetic algorithm resources to find a region of the input image, which contends the 
supposed object model. Such region is saved as new image, labeled “object image i”. Where, the “i" index indicates 
the number of object copies found until the moment. 

• The “object image i” is verified on the final verification block in comparison with the object model image. The behavior 
vector is constructed for each image and compared, one to the other. The sum of the absolute errors is used to 
evaluate if the found solution is acceptable or not. In case it is not accepted, it means that no more copies of the 
same object can be found on the input image, and the search is finished. Otherwise, the “object image i" is saved, “i" 
is updated to “i+1”, and the correspondent region is extracted from the original input image, which is feed-backed to 
the genetic search block. And a new search is started. 

This closed loop finished when no more valid copies of the same object model can be found on the input image. 



 
Figure 4: Blocks diagram showing the system components and the information flow. 

 

The system was implemented on C++ object oriented programming language on windows platform. For the image processing 
routines it was used the Dilabien 6.11 package [23], and for the genetic algorithm implementation it was used the GAlib 
genetic algorithm package [24]. 

 

4. Tests and Results 

 

For the first tests series, it was used binary images of chess peaces. An image having an object alone was used as image 
model. Others images, where the same object appears on different orientation and position, as well as multiobject scenes and 
partial occlusion occurrences, were tested. Different parameters, as population size (z), maximum number of generations (g), 
crossover probability (pc), mutation probability (pc), as well as different types of genetic selection methods were tested. 

The best performance was reach using the following parameters, which were kept for the others tests series: 

• Genetic Algorithm Parameters: z=100, g=500, pc = 0.9, pm = 0.2, Tournament Selection (k=2), elitism. 

• Object Model Representation (based on the matrix of reference) Parameters: n = 15. 

• Object Model Representation (behavior vector) Parameters: c = 20, l = 20. 

The number of supposed solution to be analyzed by the algorithm on each search is z x g = 100 x 500 = 50 000 = 5 x 104. The 
number of possible solution, considering an image of 512 x 512 pixels, 720 possible values for the rotational angle, and 100 
scale factors, the search space size would be 1.89 x 1010. So, instead to sweep the entire search space in an exhaustive 
searching, the algorithm finds an acceptable solution spending much less computational efforts.  

For the second test series it was used 20 weld joints radiographic images and 100% of the weld joints were found by the 
system. The figure 5b shows some results for the searching of object the model shown on the figure 5a. Note that, the genetic 
algorithm selected the region 5 as a weld joint candidate; but the final verification process rejected it. 

Other radiographic images, with different components, as pipe, pipe connections and valves were tested. And the system was 
able to find almost all of the desirable objects. The image 6 shows the reached results of a valve searching, on two different 
radiographies. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

A system for automatic components identification on radiographic images was design and constructed. The system 
performance on the tests shown that the proposed method is appropriated to find specific objects, and check their correct 
position, orientation and scale on the image. As a result, the identified objects can be inspected separately through other 
methods. 

By now, it is desirable to attach an image indexing/retrieving algorithm to the system in order to manage a database of object 
model images. The main objective, however, is to implement inspection routines to inspect the objects found by the system. 



 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5: (a) The weld joint image model; (b) Five regions were identified as weld joint on the input image. 

 

 
Figure 6: identification of a pipeline equipment in two radiographic image, based on an object model 
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